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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.I fell willingly into his bed, stolen
moments of passion so intense they blurred the lines of responsibility and reason. The passion we ve
unlocked could be the key to our salvation or the path to damnation. This is my story, my fall into
love and fear that it could end in a heartbeat. One destined meeting. It alters journalist, Charlise
Charlie Carter s course. When asked to work on a Republican candidate s campaign, she s
unprepared for the intense reaction she has toward the young, handsome presidential hopeful,
Colin McKenna. Unable to resist Charlie s allure, McKenna succumbs to his desire and they find
themselves exploring a passionate, physical relationship that is soon tested by not only their own
secrets, but his political advisers. Traveling the country in pursuit of the presidential nomination, his
career aspirations and complications from the past collide with their desire to be together,
threatening to tear them apart forever. Midnight tells a compelling story of burgeoning trust,
intense passion and secrets that could cause it all to unravel in a heartbeat. Midnight is...
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Reviews
Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Va lentin Thompson
Completely essential go through ebook. It can be writter in basic phrases and never di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Jessy Collier
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